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vehicle CAN bus. The navigation algorithm waits for the
reports. If the steering commands are executed correctly
and in a timely manner, the drive commands are sent as
usual. If a timeout report is received, the navigation
algorithm calls other function modules to handle this sit-
uation, during which the information from the IMU,
machine vision, and AGDGPS132 are fused.
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Robo Armwrestler
CHUL-GOO KANG

A n arm-wrestling robot called Robo Armwrestler
(Figure 1) has recently been developed in our Intel-
ligent Control and Robotics Laboratory to benefit

the health care of senior citizens. The motivation for this
project, which is supported by the Korean Government, is

to reduce social welfare costs and to improve the quality
of life of the elderly population by meeting their physical
and mental needs. In recent decades, Korea’s aging popu-
lation has increased by 35%, well over the standard 30%
for an aging society. Our vision is to realize humanoid
robots that have entertaining functions such as arm
wrestling and chess playing, as well as service functions
such as errands. Over time, we hope the robot will help
both the elderly and the disabled.

Several years ago, Y. Bar-Cohen issued a challenge to
build a robot using muscles of electrically activated poly-
mers that could arm wrestle a human [1]. As a result of
this challenge, a few arm-wrestling robots were built using
electroactive polymers (EAPs) [2]. The primary object of
these arm-wrestling robots is to demonstrate the potential
of EAP technology. These robots, however, do not have a
broad range of functions related to arm-wrestling skills.
Another effort relating to a humanoid robot arm has been
in the field of prosthetic devices, such as the Utah Artificial
Arm [3]. However, it does not appear that prosthetic
devices are suitable for arm wrestling, in which strong arm
force is required.

Several practical arm-wrestling devices have been
patented as amusement units or as units for developing
and strengthening wrist and arm muscles [4]–[7]. These
devices are classified roughly into three types according toDigital Object Identifier 10.1109/MCS.2008.927963

FIGURE 1  The arm-wrestling robot Robo Armwrestler. This robot,
which is intended for use in elderly health care, was developed in
the Intelligent Control and Robotics Laboratory at Konkuk University
in Korea.
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the methods of generating reaction force against a player’s
arm force. 

The first type of arm wrestling device uses a spring
force; a typical example is U.S. Patent 3,947,025 [4], in
which the device is comprised of a helical coiled spring
that has adjustable stiffness. The second type of device
uses pneumatic or hydraulic cylinders, which is better
than the spring type from the viewpoint of force manipu-
lability. However, a disadvantage is that the system
becomes complicated and bulky because of the need for a
supplementary device for pneumatic or hydraulic pres-
sure generation. An example of the hydraulic device is
U.S. Patent 5,842,958 [5]. The third type of device uses
electric motors instead of springs or pneumatic/hydraulic
cylinders in order to generate resistive force against the
user. Examples include Japan patent 6-315544 [6] and
Japan patent 2002017891 [7], in which torque motors are
used to generate arm force, and sensor plates and photo-
sensors are used to detect arm speed to prevent a throw
fracture of the player. 

These patented devices are invented for playing simple
arm-wrestling games or for practicing strength training, in
which they usually generate fixed force levels. If the player
generates a stronger force than the arm wrestling device,
then he will win; otherwise he will lose. Unfortunately,
players become easily bored after a few trials.

Robo Armwrestler has features that remedy the above
deficiencies. In particular, Robo Armwrestler automatical-
ly generates the force level appropriate to each person
after sensing the human arm force at the early stage of the
match, and therefore any person with either a strong or
weak arm force can enjoy arm wrestling without any para-
meter changes. Furthermore, Robo Armwrestler’s generat-
ed force profile varies with each match, so each person can
enjoy arm wrestling with the robot for a long time without
becoming bored. The winning average of the robot is
determined randomly at the start of the match, but the
robot measures the person’s will to win during the match,
and this result influences the winning average of the robot.
For example, the robot’s arm force becomes weaker and
the winning probability of the human increases if the
human tries to win the match over a period of time. 

The robot recognizes a human’s approach and begins to
talk, saying, for instance, “Hello, welcome to Robo
Armwrestler! If you want to try arm wrestling, please sit
down on the chair.” The device also recognizes the person sit-
ting on the chair and guides them on how to play and enjoy
arm wrestling. The tone of the voice varies occasionally so as
not to be tedious. The facial expression of the avatar changes
synchronously according to arm-wrestling situations. 

HARDWARE DESIGN
Robo Armwrestler can detect the maximum arm force of
the user in the early stage of a match and can automatical-
ly and randomly generate a different arm-wrestling sce-

nario each time so that the user cannot predict a force pat-
tern in advance. The robot then executes force feedback
control to implement the scenario using signals related to
the motion of the mechanical arm and to the torque acting
on the mechanical arm. The arm-wrestling robot is thus
composed of an arm-force generation mechanism, a con-
trol system, and an inference engine. 

The arm-force generation mechanism comprises a ser-
vomotor, a position/velocity sensor, a speed reducer, a
torque sensor, three inclinometers, a mechanical arm, and
an adapter with a mechanical stopper [8]. The electric ser-
vomotor provides necessary torque according to motor
control input signals, while the position/velocity sensor
detects angular position and angular velocity of the motor.
The speed reducer decreases the speed and increases the
torque of the motor. The torque sensor detects the torque
acting on the mechanical arm, and the adapter with a
mechanical stopper is utilized to restrict the angular range
of motion of the mechanical arm to guarantee the safety of
the user. The inclinometers are used to initialize the
absolute angle of the robot arm. The arm-force-generation
mechanism makes the mechanical arm rotate in either a
clockwise or a counterclockwise direction. 

An incremental encoder is used as the position/velocity
sensor for high resolution. A harmonic drive is selected as
the speed reducer instead of conventional gears, which
have large backlash and thus limit torque control perfor-
mance. The adaptor with the mechanical stopper is further
utilized to set the initial absolute angle of the mechanical
arm by means of low-speed control of the motor. The ini-
tial setting of the absolute angle of the arm can also be
achieved redundantly by using multiple inclinometers. 

The torque sensor installed between the speed reducer
and the mechanical arm must have reasonable resolution
to obtain reasonable force-control performance. Two ultra-
sonic sensors, which are attached at the right and left sides
on the front of the table, detect a human’s approach within
a prescribed range of angles near the arm-wrestling robot.
Ultrasonic sensors have the advantage of high noise
immunity compared to other types of sensors and can easi-
ly measure the distance of an approaching human under
any circumstances. One photoelectric sensor using infrared
rays detects the human sitting on a chair. To guide the
player, the display monitor and speakers are visibly posi-
tioned on the table. 

The arm-force generation mechanism is shown in Figure 2,
while the schematic of Robo Armwrestler is shown in Figure 3.

FORCE CONTROL SCHEME
To make the arm-wrestling game attractive, we add force
control functions to the system in such a way that force
command is generated intelligently and so that real-time
tracking control can follow the given force command.
Linux and RTAI (real-time kernel) are adopted for the
operating system of the robot. When Linux and RTAI are
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implemented on a desktop PC with a 2.8-GHz Pentium IV,
timing errors less than ±0.02 ms occur in generating 5-ms
timer interrupts. However, Windows XP has roughly ±1-

ms latency when the same program is executed with the
same PC platform.

A block diagram of the force feedback control scheme is
shown in Figure 4. The control system receives feedback sig-
nals of actual position, velocity, and torque and calculates
torque command using feedback signals and scenarios. The
system then controls the mechanical arm by generating the
motor control input using force control logic. The force con-
trol logic is basically PID type but uses velocity and position
information together with force information.

Force control performance depends mainly on the accu-
racy of the feedback signals and real-time control capabili-
ty, including the accuracy of the sampling time, as well as
the force feedback control logic itself. Force feedback con-
trol plays a key role in arm wrestling the robot, but posi-
tion feedback control is also necessary for rotating the
mechanical arm to a starting position and setting the initial
absolute angle of the mechanical arm before a match. For
this servo control, the motor driver supplies analog volt-
age signals corresponding to angular speed as well as
quadrature encoder signals (A, B, and Z). We generate dig-
ital position and velocity signals using the quadrature sig-
nals, since the generated digital signals are more accurate
than the analog voltage signals. 

As shown in Figure 5, the control system of the robot is
comprised of a CPU, memory, amplifier, logic circuit,
pulse-generation circuit, and output ports. The CPU pro-
duces a motor control input using the control program and
the feedback signals and produces voice and image sig-
nals. The memory stores a control program including con-
trol logic and scenarios. The amplifier amplifies the
low-level voltage signal coming from the torque sensor
and achieves signal conditioning. The logic circuit condi-
tions the feedback signal from the position/velocity sen-
sor, while the pulse-generation circuit produces a pulse
signal for the ultrasonic sensors. Voice speakers and a dis-
play monitor are driven by the CPU through output ports. 

The torque sensor, inclinometer, photoelectric sensor,
and ultrasonic sensor signals are converted to digital signals
through analog-to-digital (A/D) converters and transmitted

to the CPU. Encoder signals are
transmitted to the CPU directly
through digital input channels.
The motor driving signals are
converted to analog voltages
through a digital-to-analog
(D/A) converter and transmit-
ted to the motor driver. 

When the CPU is down, the
D/A converter can still output
the last signal of the motor con-
trol input, and thus a dangerous
situation can occur if electric
power is applied to the motor.
To resolve this problem, the

FIGURE 2  Mechanism for arm-force generation. The mechanism is
composed of a servomotor, a position/velocity sensor, a torque sen-
sor, three inclinometers, a speed reducer, a mechanical arm, and
an adapter with a mechanical stop.

FIGURE 3  Perspective view of Robo Armwrestler. This view includes
an arm-force generation mechanism, a bust, a table and chair, two
ultrasonic sensors, and a photoelectric sensor. 

FIGURE 4  Simplified block diagram of the control system. The control system generates a torque
command at each sampling time using position, velocity, and torque information, and then accom-
plishes force feedback control using PID-type logic.
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CPU transmits an initialization
completion signal to the motor
power control through a D/A
converter and sends a zero
value to the motor drive
through the D/A converter
when the initialization proce-
dure is completed, where the
initialization procedure starts
when the main switch is
pressed. The motor power con-
troller turns on the mechanical
relay (MR) to supply electric
power to the motor according
to the output signal of the
solid-state relay (SSR), which
in turn is actuated by the ini-
tialization completion signal. 

User safety is thus guaran-
teed even if the motor power
switch is turned on before
completing the initialization
procedure or at abnormal
conditions of the control system since electric power is not
transmitted to the motor. 

When using the incremental encoder as the
position/velocity sensor, we initially set the absolute zero-
degree angle of the mechanical arm using the mechanical
stopper and velocity feedback control. More specifically,
the controller slowly drives the motor clockwise or coun-
terclockwise using position feedback control and measures
the torque value by means of the torque sensor. If the mea-
sured torque is larger than the threshold value, then the
controller sets the present angular position as the absolute
angle, since the large measured torque implies that the
mechanical stopper has reached the stopper seat block. 

Initial setting of the absolute arm angle can also be
accomplished redundantly using multiple inclinometers,
but in this case the arm-force generation mechanism
becomes more complicated, and possibly more expensive. 

INTELLIGENT SCENARIOS
Arm wrestling is not strictly a strength sport, as people
often think, because technique and speed are also very
important.  Therefore,  a  key element of  an arm-
wrestling robot is to create an intelligent game scenario
online. In Robo Armwrestler, the inference engine gen-
erates an appropriate force profile for each match,
which considers a human’s maximum force, force pat-
tern, time duration, will to win, and randomness. Force
control logic enables the robot arm to follow the gener-
ated force profile as smoothly as possible. In Robo
Armwrestler, winning or losing is not predetermined
but varies online according to the pattern of the game
progression. 

FIGURE 5  Hardware configuration of the control system. Torque sensor, inclinometer, photoelectric
sensor, and ultrasonic sensor signals are transmitted to the CPU through A/D converters. Encoder sig-
nals are transmitted through digital input channels. The solid-state and mechanical relay circuits in the
motor drive guarantee user safety. 
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FIGURE 9  Beginning procedure of robotic arm wrestling. This proce-
dure includes automatic recognition of a human’s approach to the
robot, as well as the human sitting in the chair. 
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FIGURE 10  Robotic arm-wrestling results of a 72-year-old
woman. (a) Arm-wrestling picture, (b) a case where the woman
wins the game after 31 s, (c) a case where the woman loses the
game after 21 s. 
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Table 2 summarizes results for two users arm wrestling
26 times each with Robo Armwrestler. The table shows
that the first user has a 63% probability of winning, while
the second user has a 75% winning probability. 

CONCLUSIONS
In this article we have presented the system design, imple-
mentation, force feedback control, and generation of intel-
ligent arm-wrestling scenarios of an arm-wrestling robot.
Although Robo Armwrestler works as expected with the
designed autonomy and reasonable control performance,
we plan to further pursue research to provide the device
with the ability to recognize facial expressions of a human
using a Webcam and thus emotionally communicate with
the player. Moreover, we plan to add degrees-of-freedom
for more human-like motion and to eventually integrate
arm-wrestling functions into a humanoid robot. 
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Global Challenge

The hunting problem was grave, of course, because it threatened the productivity
(quantitative and qualitative) of nations. Tens of thousands of engines worldwide

were misbehaving, and so the mathematicians, scientists, and engineers of several coun-
tries sought a solution to the problem. One promising approach was to design an
improved governor that eliminated hunting entirely, instead of simply trying to mitigate
the bad behavior, by eliminating the source of hunting. The source, ultimately, was the
way in which engine speed depended on load. If a steam engine/governor system could
be designed so that engine speed was independent of load, then hunting would not
arise. Much effort went into designing such engine/governor systems. The German
William Siemens and his brother spent over 30 years designing governors, trying to
solve the problem of hunting. He described a related problem associated with the Watt
type of governor, that of offset. He said that the Watt governor ”... cannot regulate, but
only moderates the velocity of the engine, that is, it cannot prevent a permanent change
in the velocity of the engine when a permanent change is made to the load upon the
engine” (Bennett). An astatic governor, one that yielded constant engine speed whatever the load, would solve this prob-
lem as well as hunting. The French physicist M. L. Foucault devoted much thought to the design of astatic governors.

—M. Denny, Ingenium: Five Machines That Changed the World, 
Johns Hopkins University Press, Baltimore, MD, 2007, pp. 146–147.

TABLE 2 Two-person statistics. These results correspond to
two users playing 26 times each with Robo Armwrestler. 

Elapsed Time Average Percentage of Human Wins
Person 1 17.0 s 63%
Person 2 14.0 s 75%
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